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FOREWORD

amployability Development Plans; Counseling participants and
Developing EDPs: An Action Planning Guidebook is one of sixteen
products or services developed for the Department of Labor's Office oE
Youth Programs. These products and services are intended to
compromise a "full-service" technical assistance model that can be
used by the employment and training community to better meet the
training needs of staff and CETA-eligible youth and adults.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The concept of individualized planning and instruction has emerged
as one of the most effective was of meeting the unique needs of
individuals. This is particularly imeOrtant in the case of-those
disadvantaged persons who participate in employment and training
programs. The anployability Development Plan (EDP) if used properly,
can be an effective and expedient tool for ensuring that participants
obtain optimal benefits from their training and job placements.

The development of an EDP is commonly viewed as a burdensome and
time-consuming requirement of little, if any, value. However, when
integrated into a systems approach, the EDP serves as an aid for
counselors to guide the participants through the assessment, training,
and placement phases of an employment and training program.

This guidebook is designed primarily for counselors within
employment and training settings. It is based on a comprehensive
review of literature and information provided by fifteen prime
sponsors across the country. In addition to use by counselors, the
handbook can also be helpful to.instructors, administrators, -and other
program or service providers.

The guidebook prescribes a method for the participant, counselor,

411

and others to determine the most appropriate Mix of programs and
services available to enhance-the participant's employability. It

combines the critical elements of guidance and counseling with the
varied training activities and services provided through CETA to
provide a straight-forward set of procedures that a, counselor can
follow in preparing and updating an EDP. Instead of .prescribing
additional paperwork for the counselor, meaning and direction are
given to existing paperwork. The importance of using a team approach
for improving the employability of program participants is emphasized.

The five objectives that guided the development of the guidebook
were to establish a relationship among the various components of an
employment and training program; to define roles and responsibilities
in the EDP process for counselors, participants, and instructors; to
establish a rationale for placing a participant in a specific program
or service; to actively involve participants in the development of
their career goals; and to ensure that career guidance and counseling
is an integral part of the participant's EDP.

The format of the guidebook is designed for easy reference. After
an overview of the essential tasks for counseling participants and
developing MA'S, action planning guidelines are given for each of the
tasks specified. A sample EDP, based on a review of more than fifty
EDPs currently in use, is provided as a model. As each task is
discussed, relevant portions of the model EDP are reproduced.
References are given for the reader who wishes more extensive

410
background, information.
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INTRODUCTI9N

The Employability Development Plan (EDP) is required for Title II
participants and is recommended for all others as well. .DevelopMent
of the EDP should take place through a systematic process of examining
participants' educational and employment histories, occupational
goals, and interests and abilities. Then the training and services
that should be provided through CETA can be determined. If used
properly,ethe EDP can be an effective and expedient tool for ensuring
that participants obtain maximum benefit from participation in CETA
and achieve the overriding goal-of job placement.

The development - of the EDP is commonly viewed as a burdensome and
time-consuming requirement, having no significant effect on the
training that is offered or on the deielopment of the participant.
However, when integrated with a systematic approach for providing
training and services, the EDP serves as a blueprint to guide -

participants through assessment, training, and job placement
activities. In addition, the EDP information and the assessment
techniques for developing the EDP are useful for participants to
assess themselves on a continuing basis:through and beyond the service
period. This guidebook has two purposes. The first is to provide
CETA4counselors and other staff with helpful techniques for 'providing
guidance 'and career counseling while they are engaged in the EDP
process. The second purpose is to provide guidelines and procedures
for developing EDPs that will meet the needs of program participants.
The guidebook arranges the basic program and service options provided
by most prime sponsors into a logical sequence that will lead
participants to their ultimate job objectives. The availability of
this sequence, termed 'a participant-ceritered delivery system, is
critical to the successful implementation of the EDP as well as to the
development of the participant. Without the appropriate sequence of
training and service options, even the best EDP is not likely to lead
to,successful job placement.

The first section of the handbook deals with procedures for
providing guidance and career counseling. The second section contains
guidelines for developing EDPs. The appendixes contain information
and resources that should be useful in the process of develapiqg and
updating the EDP.
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PLANNING FOR ACTION

An Overview of Six Essential Tasks
For Couh-gelinq Participants

and Developing EDPs

The following tasks comprise an effective system f.ar counseling
participants and developing Epps to guide them through the phases of
an employment and training program:

Task 1:
Recognize Principles for Counseling

Program Participants

f--

Task 2: 3

Prepare to Develop the EDP .

Orientrthe Participant and Obtain
Basic Information for the EDP Form

Task 3:

Analyze the,participant's Specific Needs and
Design a Program to Meet Them

Task 4:

711

Task 5:
Assess the Participant's Proyress

Task 6;
Provide Placement and Transitional Counseling --]
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Action Planning Guidelines

Task 1:
RECOGNIZE PRINCIPLES4'OR COUNSELING PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS

1.1 Recognize the stages of career developmeipt through which
research studies have'indicated, every individual progresses.
It is important for the CETA counselor tq acknowledge these
stages and to try to identify voids that may'exist for
particular partic,ipants.

Super and Bohn (1970) conducted numerous lonyitudinal
studies on career patterns and identified five major life
stages. An overview of these stages is' provided on the
next page.

1 2 When counseling CETA participants, identity their present
stage of career development. Each stage is characterized
by a set of tasks that society expects persons of that age,
to deal with effectively. The activities of each stage
build on the- successes and ailures experienced ,in,te
)receding stage. Obviously,' if a CETA participant has
not experienced sufficient earlycareer development, that
person will have difficulty establishing meaningful'
goals for traininJ or job placement. The counselor who
can recognize a participant's, cUrrent stage of career
development is in a better 'position to guide the
individual than a counselor who is .not aware of -the
lite stayer.

1.3 So that career counseling and the EDP development process,
can beyin to be effective, establish--a relationship with
the participant where openness, trust, and understanding
eAist. This may be a challenge if the counselor has to
overcome an authority figure image that participants
sometimes have of professional staff members. When the
authority image is combined with some of the apprehensions
and anxieties that participants often feel, mistrust and
hostility can develop. Remember that hostile or
belligerent participants`' are usually really attempting
to hide or cover feelings of inadequacy or:insecurity.

The establishment of a positive relationship between the
counselor and participantis particularly important if
the intake process has been conducted in an impersonal

5
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Career Development Stages

1. Growth Stage (birth to age 14)--Self-concept develops
through identification with key figures in the family
and school. Personal needs'-and fantasy are dominant
early in this stagenterest and capacity become more
important with -increas6d social participation and
reality testing.

. Exploration Stage (aye 15 to 24)--- Self - examination, role
tryouts, and occupational exploration take place. 1,eisui-e

activities and part-time work are important.

Establishment Stage (age 25 to 44)--An appropriate field
having been found, effort is put forth to make a
-permanent place in it. Some trial and error may take
place early in the stage, but establishment of a career

. field .is likely to begin immediately.

. 'Maintenance Stage (age 45 to 64)--Having_ made a place in.
the.worla,of work, the individual's primary concern
is to hold onto it.

. Decline Stage (age 65 and over)--Work activity declines
and new 'roles develop for the individual.

SOURCE: Donald E: Sur and Martin J. Bohn, Occupational
Psychology. (Belmont, CA. Wadsworth Publishing

'Co., 1970) pp. 136-137.
C.

A
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manner. Filling out fo ms, providing personal
information, and taking s/7517,Bsources of

sanxiety for some participants. In ad tion,
differences in background and culture be ,weer
counselors and participants may have a 'majcr effect
on the development of positive relationships.

1.4 Show interest in the participant. One of the most importrnt ways
of showing interest .is encouraging the participant to tack, When
combined with good eye contact and a pleasant approach, this kind
of encouragement can often lead the participant to become
involved in developing the EDP.

A number of techniques exist for encouraging conversation.
According to McClure (1978), Hartz and Kosmo (1977), and other:
researchers, there are specific strategies that can be used for
encouraging nonverbal participants to express themselves fully,.
Restatement, reflection, and interpretation are.- three techniques
that are most useful.

Restatement involves- paraphrasing what the
participant has said by repeat'ng it in a declarative
statement. Restatement should never be done in a
judgmental or condescending nner.

,For example-

Participant: If I do 't get a job soon, my folks
are go na murder me.

Counselor:. Your parents are really anxious for
you to start working.

Reflection is a method whereby the counselor
verbally expresses the feeling and emotions the
participant is experiencing, but may not be
articulating. This approach requires the counselor
to draw inferences from such cues as tone-of voice
and nonverbal behavior.

0
For example-

Pacticipant: I wonder if I should enroll in that
training program? But, on the other
hand, what if I get training and 'still
don't yet a job? Where would I be?
Maybe I ought to get into a training
program, now that I think about it.

7 1 .3



Counselor: You seem confused about where your time
might best be spent, working or in some
type of traininy program. Have you
considered doing both at the same time?

Interpretation is a method whereby the counselor
attempts to provide an underlying meaning for the
participant's behavior. The intent is to reduce
the threat of making inaccurate assumptions. Standard
Lead statements for the counselor are "Could it be
that..." and "Is it possible that...."

For example-

Participant: I am always late. Even when I set my alarm
clock, I wake up late. My girlfriend had a
party for me last week, and 1 was late for
that, too!

Counselor: Could it be that you don't get to places
on time because you'd really prefer to be
someplace else instead?

These techniques can be used in encouraging participants to talk
during counseling sessions. This should be one of the first goals
that the counselor attempts to achieve. If participants do not openly
express thomselves,.it becomes extremely difficult to develop an EDP
tailored to meet their unique needs.

-1.5 Clarify the structure of the counseling session. When
working with participants, it is important to explain
to then the specific purposes for the counseling sessions
and what should be accomplished through these sessions.
Participants'should be allowed to ask questions and tell
what they hope to gain from counseling as well. If a
mutual agreement can be reached concerning the expected
outcomes of counseling, then there is a greater possibility
of having a meaningful counseling experience.

Some examples for clarifying the structure of counseling are as
follows.

Establish some approximate time limits for counseling
sessions. Generally, WiEime allotted for counsel37g
sessions should 1.36- no longer than twenty to thirty
minutes. A longer session may result in the participant
becoming inattentive or bdred. A flexible time limit.
will sometimes be required to accomodate the caseload
oC the counselor, other time constraints, and the nature
of the topic being discussed.

.
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Clarify the participant's role, emphasizing total
participation in the development of the EDP. A
recurFaiTproblem that counselors seem to have in
working with participants is encouraging them to
become more responsible for their employability
development planning. In many cases, the problem
reaches the point where the counselor is making
all of the decisions and contacts for the participant.
This is harmful to the participant and overburdens
the counselor. During the early counseling sessions,
the counselor should emphasize to participants that
they will be responsible for:

- Expressing what education and training they
desire, and why

- Describing competencies they have developed
through education or training programs

- Attending (on time) all counseling sessions
and other, meetings agreed upon

- Completing the activities written in the EDP

- Making their own contacts with employers, other
individuals, or agencies that may have been
identified for them by the counselor, job
developer, or other staff members

Clarify the role of the counselor and the roles of various
"team" members. The development and updating of the EDP
is not an activity thdt can be done successfully by the
counselor and participant alone. Tne ongoing EDP effort
involves input from test administrators, instructors,
work site supervisors, job developers, and others at
appropriate tines. Participants need to 'be reminded that
all members of the team are concerned about their
growth and employability development. Also, from
time to time, various team members will be called
upon to provide suggestions on goals and future
directions for the participant and to assist in
assessing the progress that has been made.

1.6 Accept and expect colorful and original figure of speech
froirOparticipants. 'It is not unusual for counselors to
have difficulty understanding and accepting the speech
patterns of individuals from different backgrounds.
When these participants have had limited exposure to
standard English, their speech patterns usually conform

9
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to those used in the homes and neighborhoods. Although,
nonstandard English is acceptable in the microcosm in
which the participant lives, it is often a barrier to
participation in the dominant society. The counselor
must begin to accept and work to understand different
speech patterns and must provide opportunities for
participants to hear and use standard English.

The following are examples of how this can be accomplished.

Use the techniques cited earlier for encouraging the
participant to talk, such as restatement and
interpretation. This will allow the participant
to see that there are alternate ways of expressing
oneself.

For example -

Participant:

Counselor:

Participant.:

Counselor:
J

Hey man, I be getting off on some
skates.

Oh, you really enjoy skating, as a
hobby?

Hey man, I need a gig, so I can
fix up,my crib and get a new set
of wheels.

I think I hear you saying that you
want a job so that you can-do some
things, but 1 don't know exactly-
what you want to do. Why don't you
say what you want a little differently
so I can understand it? Besides, I
wonder what might happen if you went
to a potential employer and talked
in that manner. You probably wouldn't
get a job.

Identify role models for participants. Some employment
and training agencies have former participants working
in various staff capacities. Since these persons may
"speak both languages," they can serve as valuable
resources in (I) helping the counselor become
familiar with unique speech patterns and (2) helping
participants recognize when certain speech patterns
are appropriate and when they are not. Respected
community figures are also good role models for
participants. "Using Standard English in the
Employment World" may be an appropriate topic for
role models to address in a group guidance session.

,.,

I e)
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Read and explore articles, books, and journals on
various speech patterns and dialects. The most
important ,step in accepting different speech patterns
is to develop an. understanding of their existence and
how they evolved. Linguists generally agree that the
speech patterns of disadvantaged persbns, urban and
rural, follow a set pattdrn, are structurally consistent,
and serve the ultimate purpose of communicating. The
problem arises when a-person with unique speech habits
attempts to communicate with a person who is unfamiliar
with those speech patterns. The responsibility lies with
counselors to develop their understanding of nonstandard
English and help to bridge the gap between participants
and the society in which they must learn to cope and
function.

1.7 Expect considerable testing of limits. Since some
participants may have a low level of trust, particulArly
for someone who represents the "system,"they are likely
to test their limits early in the counseling and EDP process.
According to McClure (1978), the testing of limits has
two common variations: (I) alternating between provocation
and passive, dependent compliance; and (2) co-opting the
counselor by informalizing the relationship, then making
personal demands on the counselor (as- a friend) that the
counselor (as a professional) cannot satisfy.

Some suggested methods for coping with the participant
who is continually "testing the limits" follow.

Be firm and consistent in 4plying policies and
rules for all participants. Some participants,
especially those who are insecure and distrustful,
are very astute in identifying incongruent behavior
on the part of the counselo or any person in
authority. When the opportunity presents itself,
some participants may confront the counselor with
inconsistent behavior to make the counselor feel
guilty of "playing favorites." The way to avoid
this problem is to have a general set of guidelines
and rules to which all participants must
conform.

to Require the participant to accept responsibility
for keeping appointments and deadlines and for settin
goals. A major goal in preparing participants to
become job-ready is to assist them in becoming mature
and responsible. In essence, the demands that are
placed on individuals in the typical work setting
should be simulated in the CETA program. Tardiness,
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absenteeis m, and indecisiveness will not be tolerated
once the participant enters a job. Therefore, if. the
program is to prepare the participant for employment,
the same type of requirements must exist in the program.

Be ready to confront' participants, diplomatically, in
situations where they may not have been totally "above
board" and honest. In some instances, participants will
attempt to gain sympathy from or manipulate the counselor
by using dishonest Eactics-deception about home and
family situations or false.reasons for not keeping
appointments or not getting along with a
supervisor. Generally, the counselor should be
receptive to participants when they have legitimate
reasons for not honoring a commitment or agreement.
However, if a consistent pattern develops, counselors
should confront participants with their concerns and
provide evidence to support the allegation.

.,..

1.8 Allow opportunities f6r direct rehearsal and coaching.
Just as counseling is.an effective method for building
relationships, exchanging information and ideas, and
developing the EDP, counseling can also be used to provide
training in dealing with a variety of job-related situations
and the opportunity for participants to explore their
feelings and reactions to such situations. Since most
participants have not been successful in past experiences
in the world of work, they need_opportunities to cultivate
and practice the skills necessary for becoming
competent employees. Occupational exploration and
planning should be provided along with training in
work maturity skills and job search skills so that
participants have an opportunity to explore their
interests and abilities. The counselor can follow
up this kind of training with counseling sessions
and meetings to determine if important work concepts
have been internalized.

Some examples of methods for providing rehearsal and
coaching opportunities, especially in conjunction with
training, are as follows.

Provide opportunities for the participants to discuss
the handling of financial matters. The management of
money is a difficult skill to develop and maintain,
particularly in times of economic uncertainty. The
skill of managing money may be particularly difficult
for the participant who has had limited experience in .

the economic mainstream. This problem may become



serious when the participant begins to earn more money
than in the past, thus creating a false sense of wealth.
In such situations, "partivipants may overobligate
themselves and encounter difficulty with creditors,
collection agencies, and the law. It is ex-tremely
importarvt that participants be given practice and
-assistance in planning a budget, understanding the
difference between basic needs and luxury items, and
the importance of establishing some type of savings
arrangement.

Provide practice in clarifying values. One of the most
effective methods for helping participants "get in
touch with reality" to facilitate-the clarification
of values pertaining to material possessions, education,
and work. The determination of these values helps
participants decide what kind of job and lifestyle
is consistent with their values.

Provide practice and assistA.,ce in goal setting. An
important element in the development and revision of the
EDP is setting long- and short-range goals. If participants
are to play an active role in the goal-setting process, .they
must develop an understanding of that process. The following
are examples of topics for discussion between the counselor
and the participant:

- What are goals and why are they important?

- What goals have I set for myself that were 'not'
reached? Why or why not?

- What goals have I set that were reached? Why
were they reached?

- What are my future goals in terms of education,
work, and family?

- How can I reach my futdre goals and how long will
it take?

Summary

The eight principles discussed in this section are desigwad to be
helpful for counselors who work with the disadvantaged. Not all CETA
participants will need all of the types of counseling presented here.
However, it is important for the counselor to be aware of factors that
may facilitate or hinder the guidance of participants. The counseling
principles should be useful in the development of EDPs, which is
addressed in the next task.

13
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Task 2:
PREPARE TO DEVELOP THE EDP

2.1 Plan to use the EDP as a contract. The employability
development process should be a progressive one whereby
the participants assume more and more responsibility
for their actions and employment search. At first, of course,
many-participants are likely to be quite dependent on
counselors and other staff members for direction. However,
as participants progress through the various stages of
the CETA program, they should become more involved in the
planning ,end decision - making process. The logical
culmination of this process is that participants assume a
major share of the1 responsibility for searching for jobs
and obtaining employment.

The development and updating of the EDP.provIde an
excellent opportunity for participants to become
increasingly involved in decisions that are of direct
concern to them. A good approach for promoting this
involvement is to regard the EDP as a contract
between the CETA counselor and participant.

David Meyer, in Employability Development: A Higher
Education Training Monograph (1978) cites the following
advantages of a behavior contract:

1. It provides a written record of decisions made
and the course of action to follow.

2. It serves as a motivational device for counselor
and participants who may otherwise procrastinate.

3. It provides the participant with a sense of
progress, especially if it is broken down into
segments with evaluation' after each segment.

4. It forces the participant to assume responsibility
for behavior.

5. It tends to ensure the return of the participant
for periodic evaluations.

6. It treats the program participant as* a.eesponsible
person.

15
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The advantages just listed are based on the assumption
that participants need to have input into the decisions
made about their training and services. Having the
opportunity for input can help participants develop a'
"stake" in, and sense of responsibility for, their
present training and future employment. This involvement
also can help transform a participant's feeling of
helplessness, which is often perceived by others as a
lack of interest or hostility, into a feeling of
self-sufficiency.

Plan to providepccessarytraining_andservices. The EDP
can be maxrmally eftectiVe only if the necessary training
and services are available. Even the best EDP cannot
guide the participant toward unsubsidized employment if the
necessary training and/or services are not provided.

Figure I depicts a "participant-centered delivery system"
and the linkages that are needed between the EDP process
and available training. The information gathered through
intake and initial assessment provides the basis for
starting development oE 'the EDP. Testing may be needed
to provide more information about what training will be
appropriate given a participant's interests, aptitudes,
and profic.iency in basic skills. Of course, not all
participants would go through all-of the training
presented in figure 1; nor, if they did, would the
training necessarily be given in the order depicted.
It is essential, however, that enough different kinds
o: training be available to meet a wide range of
participants' needs. -The EDP reflects the initial
assignments and is updated continuously through ongoing._
assessment as the participant moves through the system.

A brief description is provided here of each component in
the participant-centered delivery system. This should
serve as background for the following discussion of the
procedures and personnel involved in making assignments
for training.

Intake and Initial Assessment--The major function of
this omponent is to determine the individual's
eligibility for CETA and to collect preliminary
information concerning background, interests, and
abilities. This information is used to initiate
development of time EDP.

Testing--Testing is part of the assessment process.___=____
--Tescs are given when n(JcesSqry to determine interests,
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aptitudes, and basic skills proficiency. Test
results provide part of the information needed to
assess participants and to determine the training
that is appropriate. (See Testing in Deployment and
Training Programs: An Action Planning Guidebook for
a description of tests and-How to establish
a testing program.)

EDP Development--Initial sections of the EUP are filled
out and tentative training goals are established based
on such factors as previous work experience, education,
employment barriers, skills, interests, test results,
and availability of training/services.

Orientation to the World of Work--This program is
provided to participants who have little or no work
background or understanding of the meaning of work.
The program should be motivational and help prepare
participants for subsequent CETA training.

Basic Skills InstructionParticipants receive remedial
instructioTin reading and/or mathematics so that they
can benefit from subsequent training.' This instruction
often is combined with the Orientation to the World of Work
program.

Occupational Exploration, Planning, and Decision Making--
ParticTpants gather UFT5EnTilEion about their interests and
abilities and learn to use this information to plan future
career directions. Self-assessment takes place at this
stage, and the information gathered s especially useful
in determining what specific occupational training
would be appropriate.

GED--Training is designed to lead to a high school diploma
TT-required for attainment of participants' occupational
goals. GED training often is combined with work
experience or other instruction to make the.GED training
more relevant.

Work Experience--Participants increase their work
maturity and develop specific job skills in an actual
work setting.' Work experience also provides the
opportunity for participants to confirm or negate their
job choices and occupational goals.

Work Maturity Skills Training--Participants develop
positive attitudes and good work habits that are
expected by employers. Participants also become more
competent in presenting a positive image, communicating
effectively, accepting responsibility; and cooperatin'j
with others.

18
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Occupational Skills TrainingParticipants develop the
spe6-Tric competencies and gkills that am expected by
employers and that lead to job placement. Some partici-
pants receive such training through apprenticeship programs.

Job Search and Retention--Participants become competent
in developing resumes, searching for jobs, and applying
and interviewing for jobs. They also learn about
following company policies and rules and managing
personal responsibilities and finances.

On-The-Job Training--(0JT) involves training in specific
occuUFETIFIrTir7TECM at a work site. With the exception of
specific job skills, the participant generally is ready
for unsubsidized employment. It is expected that many
of these OJT programs will result in a permanent job
with the training employer after the training is'completed.

EDP Revision and Ongoing Assessment--Counselors,
Instructors, work site supervisors, and other
personnel constantly attempt to identify changes or
improvements in the knowledge, skills, and attitudes
of participants. The EDP is updated regularly in
order to modify or confirm the training assignments
that have been made.

Placement--Participants receive the information and
support needed to search for, and find, employment
in the private sector.

'Follow -Up and Follow-Through-,-Follow-up is conducted
for reporting purposes, and for determining whether
problems exist on the job for former participants.
Follow-through services are provided to ensure that
former participants receive the counseling and/
additional training that are needed to function
effectively in the work place.

2.3 'Plan to select training from'available-options. As noted
in figure 1, there may be a number of options for assigning
paiticipants to training programs. The counselor, other staff
members, and the participant need to examine the alternatiVes
that are available in order to make the best "match" between the
participant's needs and the training that will be given.

Five important factors should be considered when making
assignments to training and in developing the EDP. These
are as follows:

L. Criteria for EntryParticipants should meet at

2:)
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least the mijaimum criteria,established for entry
to a particular training component.

2. Goals of the Training Component -- Certain goals must
be. accomplished .by the time. the training is
completed. .

3. "Team" Activities--For each training component,
several, staff members have responsibility for
monitoring participants' progress and assisting
them in reaching their trainimg goals.

4. Responsi8ility for the EDP--Several persons will
be responsible-far prov7Ing the information to
be used i evaluating the participant's progress
and updating the EDP.

5. Expected Outcomes-7Achievement of specified outcomes
-should determine whether' the participant is ready
to progress' from the current training to the next
assignment or to job placement.

In most cases, one "base counselor" should be responsible fOria
participant's training assignments and EDP throughout the
part.icipant's experience with CETA: The base counselor initiates'
communication as necessary with the participant, instructors, work
site supervisors, and others who need to be-involved. To function
effectively, the base counselor needs to consider the five factors
listed above'and establish the procedures that are needed. .

.6
Table 1, Matrix of Training,Assignmnts, presents information that,

the counselor' needs to manage the EDP process. For each training
program that may be available, thematrix provides the criteria tope.
used for entry to training, goals of the-rtraining component, team
activities, persons responsible, and expected outcomes. Counselors
and other staff can use the matrix as.a guide in establishing
prOcedures to'be followe53 at the local-level. .LOcal staff are
encouraged to modify the matrix a necessary to make it'a functional
toolifor decision making..

A

Before yoing on to the following tasks involving development of
the EDP, the reader is encouraged to'review the sample EDP in the
attachment to this handbooks: This EDP, based on a review and
synthesis of more than fifty EDPs that are currently in use, is
offered as a model that can be adapted fo'r local. use. .The EDP has .

been kept as stfort as .possible to mnimixe the amount of "paper work"
that is required. Relevant portions of the model EDP will be
reproduced in the following discussion of tasks and activities.
s'

P .
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Task 3:
OBTAIN BASIC INFORMATION FOR

THE EDP FORM AND ORIENT THE PARTICIPANT

3A1 Conduct an interview to obtain information on Educational
History (items 1-10), Work History (items 11-25), and Interests
and Job Goals (items 26-33). If any of this information was
collected during the intake process, transfer it to the EDP
from the intake records.

EMPLOYABILITY DEVELOPMENT
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3.2 Provide a brief orientation (dOring the interview described
in i3.1" or during a later session) concerning the local labor
market, CUM training and services, and otter staff members
who will be involved. If possible, arrange for the placement
specialist to meet the participant.

3F3 ,Decide if tests need to be administered to obtain information
about interests, aptitudes, and7Z-r proficiency in reading and
mathematics. Testing may be necessary if the participant's job
goals (items 26-33) are not realistic in terms of educational
and work history.

3.4 Arrange for testing (see Testing in Employment and Testing
Programs: An Action Planning Guidebook) and record test results
(items 34-36).
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3.5 Counsel the participant concerning the implications of the test
results in relationship to job goals (items 28-33) of the test
results, job openings, and any other infotmation that is
relevant. If available information does not support the
participant's job goals, determine the barriers to achieving the
job goals (item 37) with the participant.

BARRIERS TO JOB GOALS
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3.6 Determine whether training or immediate job placement is needed.
If job placement is appropriate, refer the participant to
placement personnel. If training is required, the counselor will
need time to complete the Case Review and Recommendations (items
38-44). There are several options that can be used in this
situation. including (1) :schedule a meeting with the participant
to discuss the case review (items 38-44) when it is completed and
to develop the Agreement for Services (items 45-51), or (2) refer
the participant immediately to short-term training such as
Orientation to the World of Work or Occupational Planning.
Exploration, and Decision-Making. Referral to a shott-term
program will "hbld" the participant in a productive activity, if
necessary, while the case review is being completed.

3.7 Make a preliminary determination as to whether the participant
needs any supportive services that may be available, either within
or outside the agency (items 50 and 51). This is especially
important if the participant is being referred to short-term
-training as a result of the decision in "3.6" above. Final
determination of supportive services will be made in "4.2" below.
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Task 4:
ANALYZE THE PARTICIPANT'S SPECIFIC NEEDS

AND DESIGN A PROGRAM TO MEET THEM

4.1 Complete the Case Review and Recommendations section
of theEDP (items 38-44). To accomplish this gET7Ity,
input may be needed from such individuals as the test
administrator, job developer, parent(s) or guardian(s),
instructors, or others who can provide-relevant information.
The counselor should contact these individuals or arranue
a meeting, if appropriate. (See table 1 for staEt'personnel
who should be involed.)

CM( tie VIEW AND lif COMPACNOAFIONS
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4.2 Meet with the participant to discuss the Case Review and
Recommendations. Available training options should be reviewed
in terms of the requirements and outcomes of each option. The
participant should be asked to identify preferences and to
compare the Case Review and Recommendations with the interests
and job goals previously identified (items 26-33).

4.3 Complete the Agreement for Services (items 50-51) with the
participant and sign the agreement. It is possible that this
can be accomplished during the meeting scheduled in "4.2".
However, another session may be needed to give the participant
an oppcittunity to think about the Case Review and
Recommendations. If the participant is already enrolled in
short-term training such as that mentioned in "3.6, time could
easily be provided for the participant to consider the options.
In any event, the participant should not feel forced to accept
the staff's recommendations; this would be contrary to the
positive nature of the employability development process and
could result in a nonpositive termination. (Note that any
arrangements for supportive services should be confirmed at this
time.)
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EMPLOYABILITY DEVELOPMENT PLAN
AGREEMENT FOR SERVICES

45 Job otigeence.

4g. trolling or ermcatwo needed to mach otneenca:
in.in $$$$$$ 41.1 hen. OGIM91141 ootrete C..P0Aist I

PAGE 4

4 t. Team IIIIMW/$
/01101.$16111 int

40. Estimated time
for eomplaltros:
Mon/1110W /

49. altetsed uosecnes:

50. Sepperline semen! arranged for parheiparss: St. Casid. women for bssislance.
I Pail tonbub I I 01111 i1111.
I N10.110001

CERTIFICATION AND AGREEMENT

I cogol 11141 all the Whims given is pus Rimy best
knowledge and babel. I further eartuty that ell the above
date, as well as my personnel rrghls and Potentim, have
been shscutsad with ma arid that I have participated in moll
telly awn* to sbe 4Incitint and moms outboard twain

sssss Owl's Signature Date

sunselon's Signarme Date

4.4 Set a date for assessing the participant's progress. This should
coincide with the completion date (item 48) noted fot training
and should involve the participant as well as appropriate staff
(see table 1, matrix). The participant also should know that
assessment and evaluation dill be conducted by the instructor
or training supervisor while training is taking place.

3. 2f
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Task 5:
ASSESS THE PARTICIPANT'S PROGRESS

5.1 Conduct site visits and counseling sessions or maintain
contact with agency personnel to ensure that training is
proceeding,effectively and on schedule. If the participant is
experiencing difficulty, a visit from the counselor might be
especially appropriate. Complete item 52 on the EDP for each
contact or on-site visit made, and cwiplete item 53 if counseling
is conducted.

EMPLOYABILITY DEVELOPMENT PLAN mms
.
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5. Conduct an assessment conference with the participant and
appropriate staff, if necessary, to review the participant's
progress (items 54-60). This conference should correspond with
thatplanned in "4.3." Results of the conference, will
determine (1) whether the parlticipant is making satisfactory
progress and (2), whether the short and/or long-range goal
should be modified.
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Task 6:
PROVIDE PLACEMENT AND TRANSITIONAL COUNSELING

(Refer also to Follow-Up and Follow-Through in Employment and
Training Programs: An Action Planning Guidebook.)

6.1 Identify postplacement contact procedures (items 61-62).
Although the participant is placed on a job, counseling may
still b6 necessary as the participant adjusts to the work
environment and demands. Contact should be made, by telephone
or in person, with both the employer and participant as allowed
by regulations.

. . _

EMPLOYADILITY DEVELOPMENT PLAN
. _. . .

mat Pincimuie Actorsiscs
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410 6.2 Make contact and provide assistance if necessary (item 63).
Information from the thirty-sixty-ninety day follow-up may be
useful. In addition to a telephone call or personal visit, a
lunch or informal counseling session involving several
participants could provide the support that is needed.

- -
Iv.. id ONE

6.3 Terminate the EDP when it is clear that the participant has
adjusted to the job (item 64). This may be after the first
telephone contact or several personal visits.. When making the
last contact, provide ,the participant with a phone number in
case future assistance'is needed. Encourage the participant
to retain a copy of the EDP and to continue to use the assessment
techniques for self-guidance on a continuing basis.

64 Om nm.itene rA*
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ATTACHMENT:

MODEL EDP
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S
Name of Participant Participant's Address

t

Telephone

Name/Title of Counselor

Soc. Sec. No.

Location of Interview Date

EMPLOYABILITY DEVELOPMENT PLAN

EDUCATIONAL HISTORY

1. Highest grade
completed:
0 Ler than 8th
0 Over 8. less than 12

.1igh school graduate
D Less than 2 years

college
C 2.4 years college
0 College graduate
0 Post-graduate
O Voc-tech school
0 G.E.D.
E Other 'specify);

2. Major or main
subjects studied in
highest level of school:

3. Check your
educational needs:
0 Remedial education

in reading or math
, 0 Basic education

0 English as a second
language

0 Other (specify):

.

4. Favorite school
subject(s):

5. School subject(s)
most disliked:

'

..

6. School subject(s) in
which you did best:

7. School subjects)
in which you did
least well:

8. High school(s) attended:

Attended from to
Diploma n yes 7.: no

9. College(s) attended:

Attended from to
Degree(sl:

10. Voc/Tech schools attended:

Attended from to
Graduated 1.7_1- yes D no

Course studied: .

WORK HISTORY LOST MOST RECENT EMPLOYMENT FIRST ATTACH ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NEEDED

Employer Name and Address

it.

Employed
From: . To: Job Held (cite special skills required):

-I-
? .

12.

13.

14.

15.
1

t
I

i



EMPLOYABILITY DEVELOPMENT PLAN PAGE 2

16. Are you unemployed
now?
Dyes Ono

17. What is the most money
you ever made on a job?

S per hour

18. If unemployed, check
Fired

O Resigned
O Laid off
O Never worked
O Maternity leave

reason:
D Enrolled in school
El Re-entry into labor

market after absence

of years

Other (explain):
19. What is the longest time you

stayed in anyone job?
O Less than 6 months

6 months to 1 year
1 year to 3 years

O 3 years to 5 years
0 Over 5 years

20. Which of your past jobs
did you like most? Why?

21. Which of your past jobs
did you like least? Why?

22. What job skills do you save?

23. Driver's license?
yes 0 no

If yes, state/ number:

24. Union member?
0 yes 0 no
If yes, name of union:

25. C7 Other license or certificate (describe each):

PARTICIPANT'S INTERESTS AND JOB GOALS

26. Describe your hobbies what 1

do you do for enjoyment?

..-

27. What are your main interests?

.

28. What type of job would you
like if you could choose any
one you wanted?

29. How much money would you
like to earn?

i

30. How much money do you
need at the present time?

31. What kind of training would
you like to get, if any?

t

i

32. What kind of job would
' satisfy you now, even if it

is just a starting point?

What kind of jo
willing to acc
of your life?

would you be
t for the rest

0

4i.
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EMPLOYABILITY DEVELOPMENT PLAN PAGE 3

ADMINISTRATION CT TESTS

34. Te;ts administered:
None

O Interest (1st)

O Aptitude (list)

O Basic Skills (list)

o Other (specify)

35. Tests recommended:
None
Interest (list)

Aptitude (list)

Basic Skills (list)

Er' Other (specify)

36. Summary of test results and their
implications:

BARRIERS TO JOB GOALS

37. 0 Age too young
LI Age too old
L.: Transportation

Unfamiliar with area
Child care needs

L. Personal problems
O Health problems

Physical handicap
Arrelts/convictions

O Alcohol addiction

O Drug addiction
O Lacking education
O Lacking marketable skills
O Lacking experience
O Skills obsolete

O None
Others (specify):

CASE REVIEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS

38. Current labor market situation:

.

39. Short-range goals recommended; 40. Long-term goal recommendations:

41. Requirements to meet short-term goals: 42. Requirements to meet long-term goals: 43. Supportive service requirements:

44. Recommendations made by 0 Counselor a one
Staff conference

date:

O 0..tside eonsuitantisr
El Other (specify):

4 2

ti

4 -1

4
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EMPLOYABILITY DEVELOPMENT PLAN PAGE 4

AGREEMENT FOR SERVICES

45. Job objective:

46. Training or education needed to reach objective;
(Add information each time participant enters a component.I

7

47. Team members
responsible for
monitoring:

'''

48. Estimated time
for completion:
Month / Day / Year

49. Expected outcomes:

50. Supportive services arranged for participant:

v.

51. Oistside resources for assistance:
aParttime job 0 Other (specify]:
0 Night school:

CERTIFICATION AND AGREEMENT

,I certify that all the infork. Mon given is true to my best
knowledge and belief. I further certify that all the above
data, as well as my personnel rights and privileges, have
been discussed with me and that I have participated in and
fully agree to the decisions and terms outlined herein.

Participant's Signature Date

Counselor's Signatuie Date

S

45
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EMPLOYABILITY DEVELOPMENT PLAN PAGE 5

MONITORING ACTIVITIES

52. Contacts or on-site visits:
.

Location: Date: Summarize results:

.

53. Counseling conducted: Date: Sumtharize results:

EDP UPDATE

54. Assessment conference conducted? Oyes Ono Date: Attended by:

55. Assessment conference results:
Does participant meet
Objective qualifications? 0 yes 0 no
Training objective qualifications? O yes ono

56. Modifications to short-range goals: 57. Modifications to long-range' goals:

58. Modifications to job objective: 69. Suggested next steps: (explain)
O Training

0 Placement

0 Other

60. Action taken: Date:

40 47



EMPLOYABILITY DEVELOPMENT PLAN PAGE 6

POST-PLACEMENT ACTIVITIES

61. Employment (Company. Address. Phone) Date placed:

62. Staff member responsible:

63. Type of assistance provided: Date: Results:

T

64.. Termination of services: Date: Comments:

.

r
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